THE BULLETIN OF THE BRITISH-AMERICAN RHYKTNOLOGICAL SOCIETY

LISTEN UP!

HOW MANY PLEASE?

Once again we have a fairly large complement of new members. They come from
all over the place and are introduced
In dfvers ways. For their benefit it is
necessary to repeat some facts about
PLANE TALK and B-ARS.

The Henley Plane Co has announced
that they are adding a jointer to
their list of fine planes. Made in
a limited numbered edition of 30
planes the jointer will have a steel
sole and naval brass sides. Handle
and infill are Indian rosewood. The
/
2" low
plane is 24 3/4" long with a 21
set iron capable of a very fine
shaving. A panel version of the
plane is 15 3/4" long. The planes
are not inexpensive. The jointer
goes for ;691 Sterling and the
Panel plane for ;651. Delivery
from 13 new Road, Reading, UK will
take approximately 10 weeks.

.Neither the journal nor the organization are in any sense commercial
and no profit is made or sought.
.PLANE TALK is theoretically a quarterly and we intend to issue four instalments for each year but they are
not promised at regular intervals or
on a calendar basis.

.We cannot promise to acknowledge
your letters or answer your questions
(except membership questions). We will
NOTES & QUERIES
try always but if we fail it is not
through indifference or rudeness.
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and
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none of which are particularly effective, have run sizeable
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NOTES & QUERIES
Dan Comerford's modest trade-style is the "King
of Tools". We hasten to point out that this does
not arise from an over-weening vanity but from
the fact that the hammer has been called the King
of Tools and Dan is a hammer collector of long
standing. But he acquires and deals in other
tools as well and has begun to issue catalogs.
We mention this, not because Dan is a member of
B-ARS, but because his stock in trade normally
contains a large number of planes, and these may
well be of interest to the membership. Unusual
Items he acquired in the past include a plane
with the stamp of the Dominy (With Hammer in Hand)
artisans and the first recognized specimen of the
work of Newark, N.J.'s black plane maker, J.A. KING.
For catalog #2, send Dan $2.00 at Box 271, Stony
Brook, NY 11790.

CARRIAGE MAKER'S TOOLS
. •

Found by Dom Micalizzi, the second example of a
plane by J.A.KING, Newark's black planemaker. We
understand it was laid out by a dealer for all the
world to see but no one recognized it till Dom's
double take assured him that it was not another
Josiah King who is well represented in Dom's collection of NY makers, but was in fact the much
sought after John A. complete with a second stamping, NEWARK..
_
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From Len Borkowski comes a report of a pair of
T & G with the name ALEX.DIXON/MONTREAL in a
two deck label.
•
We asked Dave Perch, our Canadian vice president
about Dixon. He reports that a firm called
"Alex Dixon & Son were hardware merchants in
Toronto in 1865."
—
Howe of
We have interesting rubbings from Dick
markers named.
. H.TUTTLE-embossed, straight line border
"
.J.MITCHELL
(?)
. R.FARRELLY - embossed, sawtooth
catch
. B.BROWN - embossed, sawtooth (did you
that, Bud?)
. J CHASE - embossed, sawtooth (?)
(?)
. SMITH - no initials, embossed, sawtooth
. I.H. - embossed
hitherto
We have a note from Bud Brown about two
makers
unxemarked labels. We wonder if they are
or stores:
. W.H.H.WHITE/NEW BRUNSWICK, N.J.
. BOND & SARGENT/BUFFALO

From Dave Weinbaum comes word of a plow iron
marked L.F.HISERI. It was found in a primitive,
unmarked, apparently one-off plow or fenced
grooving plane with a wooden skate.
At Brimfield, Spring '82, Dick Howe's son, Andy,
sent his Dad to the showers when he dug a plow
of ebony and ivory out of a box of odds and
ends. Considering that Andy is eleven years old,
we think he's pretty sharp. Give him a couple
of years more maturing so he can travel by himself and Dick will be able to save the cost of
prospecting trips by sitting home on the verandah and letting Andy do the looking. Beside the
ebony wonder, Andy has already found a Tho. Grant
and a Pilkington brace and, on the Mass, trip,
he spotted an Aaron Mason Smith to go with the
E. Smith/Warranted his Dad had just picked up.
Seen at Shelburne meeting of EAIA was a plow
belonging to John Ross. Of 18th C style it had
only boxed initials in the makers slot. They
were LB with some doubt about the L which may
be a blurred strike of another letter. However
the shpae of the wedge, which is slightly relieved, seems very familiar. Does any one have
a similar one?
_

In his list of Dec. 1981, Joe Dziadul cites:
.FLOUD, round plane with a sunburst on each
side of the maker's impression
. W.D.WILEY - slide arm plow, wood depth stop
. #10 round BODMAN BEARES & HUSSEY/PAWTUCKET,
R.I.
Observed by RES, our Metallic Plane Editor:
. 3/8" bead, 9 7/16" long JER• SAMSON oblique boxing, wide flat chamfers, embossed stamp
irregular, 18th C characteristics (note other reports in this issue)
. New England style plow, 9" long, with embossed initials D J (pine tree device), cylindrical arms inlet in fence, both flat and round
Chamfers, relieved wedge, fence has steel wear
plate.
. 3/32" Round, embossed C.CARY, rounded Chamfers, estimated 1800
. Badger plane, BOARDMAN & HUSSEY / PAWTUCKET, R.I.
From Jim Blower comes a query about a Canadian
planemaker found in the r4cords "on page 53 of
the National Museum of Man Mercury Series, History Division Paper #11, A Check List of Toronto Cabinet & Chairmakers 1800-1865 is found
JAMES GABB, Planemaker and Cabinet maker 18331834 at Bay Street across from King Street. References are: Directory 1833 and Tax Assessment
Rolls 1834. A James Gabb is recorded by W.L.
Goodman who tells us he worked in Brimingham
(Im) - 1830-. Can this be the same man?
Philip West has acquired a 10 5/8"'tongue plane
of antique appearance that he believes could have
been made toward the beginning of the 18th C if
not earlier. It has no maker's mark, at least
in the usual fore end slot, but has the initials
RR beneath a Maltese star stamped on the side.
The iron is marked by a previously un-noted maker, WILLIAETUCKLOW. Found in England, the plane
is another of a small group of ambiguous specimens which may tell us something about planemaking at or before the time of Oranford. We assure Maltese star is synonymous with Maltese
cross
e with
A panel raiser of professional appearanc
stamp
an iron marked CILLOT (?) and a fore end
reM 7z SIPPLE surrounded by spaced darts is
ported by Dave Truesdale.
early state
The mark I MORRISON which may be an
Chilicothe, 0.,
of the mark of John Morrison,
Eviston. The
1826 has been collected by Bill
on a round
mark embossed in a sawtooth border
chamfers.
plane 9 3/8" long with small rounded
loFrom Dave Truesdale comes word that he has
cated a plane marked SUMMERS who is presumably
Martin Summers of Philadelphia who does not
appear in the standard lists but has been found
in Philadelphia directories. For good measure
Dave has acquired an example of the work of the
elusive William Souder, also a Philadelphia maker
who at one time was associated with Summers.

In a cooper's leveller owned by Shelburne Museum
is an iron marked R LEE followed by a crown.
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The catalog of the March 30, 1982 sale by Tyrone
Roberts of London is very handsomely illustrated
and contains a large number of planes. Among
the planes in the sale a considerable number of
hitherto unrecorded states of the stamps of various known makers were observed as were some
makers never previously mentioned. Unhappily
the scope of the catalog did not allow complete
descriptions of the label states as they differed from those described in W.L.Goodman's B.P.II.
Even so we list the names of the makers so that
collectors will be aware of the variety of label states which may turn up.
. I.LUND ( 2 states)
. MUTTER (several states)
. G.HORSMAN, (zb) stamped also 1773 on an ogee.
An unrecorded maker.
;SMALL (UR, intermittent zb) also reported
was a SMALL surmounted by a crown.
. SYM (UR zb)
. SPEIRJAYR (UR)
. RUTHERFORD/AYR (OR)
. H.TOMEINSON (UR zb)
the mark
A fore plane owned by John Ross has
of two
A MOLT surrounded by a border composed
diamond
parallel lines on top, a zig-zag or
border at the bottom and a stack of several
side. The
very short parallel lines at each
to
letters of the mark slant slightly backward
the left.

SOME NOTES FROM BILL CURTIS
Having recently moved and since my collection was in
storaRe boxes for.a couple..of years I have not been able to
write before concerning several unrecorded makers/dealers in
,
my collection. None of these appears in Roberts, Goodman
Talk.
Plane
of
volumes
or the index to the first four
1)

z.b. 1/8" letters
JA" CONNELL
The plane is of English appearance, 9 3/8" long, with
heavy chamfers typical of 18th century planes.
It cuts a semi-circle approx. 3/4" wide and 1/4" deep.
Strips have been added to the bottom reducing the
dimensions to about 5/8" by 1/8". simple boxing in
center and right edge of semi-circle.
SEE ENCLOSED TRACING OF TOE END AND WEDGE.

2)

H. HAIGHT & CO.
3/32" letters
z.b.
ROCHESTER
Set of 5/8 matching planes; groove is a figured maplw
and tongue may be cherry; cuts a 1/4" tongue and groove.
Typical mid-19th century appearance, 9 1/2" long.
W. BUTCHER marked on irons.

3)

S'PISK

inc. border

1/8" letters

long,
Probable 18th century plane. Jointer 30 5/16"
TRACING)
(SEE
handle
2 1/4" high and 3" wide. Decorative
left.
from
3/8
1
offset 11/16 fron right and
Single iron, marked JAMES CAM WARRANTED CAST STEEL. The
blade is probably a replacement since it is cut to receive
a screw for a cap, but plane is cut to receive a single
iron only. Evidence that iron was ground down to its
current 2 5/8" width.

L)

T. SAWYER
MORAVIA N.Y.

1/8" letters
Z.3.
inc. letters 1/16" letters

I have two planes with this stamp, collected four years
apart and in different parts of New York State.
.11) Smooth with open tote. Typical mid-19th century
appearance. Has name only.
B) Jointer in initial examination, 22" long. Typical
mid-19th century. This Plane has an unusual feature
I have not seen described anywhere in the literature.
I purchased it from Minor Cooper and he had no idea
as to the particular function. en the bottom of the
plane a groove with squared sides and bottom measuring
1/4" deep and 7/8" wide. It is 11/16" from the right
edge and 1 11/16" from the left. The blade has not
been altered in any way; it is a typical W. BUTCHER. .
Does anyone have any ideas as to the purpose of this
plane?
Both of these planes were made by the same man. Evidence:
a) there is an uneven spacing between the W and Y; b) unusual chamfering on toe end; c) unusual chamfering on
wedges.
5) SMITH-, COHU & Cb.
NEW-YORK

INC. LETTERS

1/8" letters

Smooth, 8 5/16" long, typical mid-19th century appearance.
Iron marked SANDUSKY TOO CO. WARRANTED CAST STEEL
(The Index lists Smith, Cohn & Co./New York--could this
earlier reporting have been a misreading. This makk is
extremely clear and sharp.)

JA!CONNELL

str- e s

SETH SAYS

WOULDN'T IT BE NICE IF IT WERE
(NAPIE)R?

113
.
4

D.)

\

One of our correspondents has Identified this maker with a high probability.
It's not NAPIER. Can you tell us who
It is?

PN
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T.TILEFTON, BOFTON
by
Richard T. De Avila
that T.TILFTON
.Illustrated is an early T.TILESTON rubbing, I know
separately,
noted
name spelling, and the BOFTON spelling have been
d on the same
reporte
been
but I do not know if T.TILEFTON BOFTON have
plane.
wills in Boston
There are many TILESTON's listed in probate court
will find us an
h
researc
as far back as 1697 and I think that further
1802?
d.
earlier date on T.TILESTON that has been reporte

11
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SETH ALSO SAYS
PAIR OF HOLLOWS AND ROUNDS Iron is G.BISHOP (177)4-86)

9 7/8" long. RI on each nose.

Low

I

i<
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A BASKETFUL OF GOODIES
From ALAN BATES
Bill Baader reported BUSH. I, too, have this mark, which was listed in
2" moving fillester which long since lost the bottom fence,
/
111-4. It is 91
depth stop and original wedge. Its two interesting features are wide,
flat chamfers and the owner's name J.SCHAUB which, along with its being
found in Eastern PA., suggests a Pennsylvania "Dutch" origin. The stamp
is professional with zig-zag border.
A.BOYD in a boldly scalloped border is a 9 3/4" rabbet, beech with flat
chamfers and early wedge. Looks late 18th C.
2" round, beech, probably of the 1820/
F.REAGER in a line border is a 91
1840 school.
A:RICHEY has a zigzag border, is 9 5/8" long, beech, and has narrow,
the
flat chamfers. The wedge shape and sloping shoulder would place it in
late 1700's.
striking side
BOND & SARGEANT/BUFFALO, zig-zag borders in two lines, is a
Beech.
ed.
2" long, with full boxing, neatly dovetail
/
bead, 91
le sash
J.DONALDSON/L.R.CARTER/CINT. 0. mouse (lower case), is an adjustab
2" long in beech. These names are listed in WPINCA but not this
/
moulder, 91
way.
style with very
CH.HEINIKE, Line border, a 9 3/4" round in classic 18th C.
wine, flat chamfers and round wedge finial.
of Melchior, although
El4 DETER, Line Border, perhaps an unknown relative
larger and the stop bethe mark is quite different. The letters are much
90 degrees from
tween E and D is a curious circle with flared tabs at
with steeply slopearly
quite
appears
bead,
each other. The plane, a side
rounded chamfers top,
ing shoulder and round wedge. But, get this, it has
rounded their
fore and aft! The only other early makers I know that
Morse.
and
,
Froggatt
chamfers were English - Bloxham,
2" rabbet, mid 19th C. The mark,
/
DILLWORTH BRANSON & CO/PHILADELPHIA, a 91
) name in an arched
which is the first I've seen, has the maker (dealer?
phia mouse
Philadel
with
zig-zag border. Under that is a fancy design
beneath.
2" wide, rounded-sole, handled moulder. The interesting
/
F.DALLICKER, a 31
p iron
feature of this already reported maker is the round-to
mark:
1824 - which may date
This mark listed in BP II as Richard Lee, Sheffield,
Dallicker.
PLANE HANDLES.

For Jark Plane

For Fore Plane.

10 1/2" Long
threaded hole

•

1 crn= 1 inch

• <11.11A -BLE
OARAD Is.?

CAITAidX4

> IPARA_d T.,

C1-1

( rear end)

(fore end)
A plane from the collection of Dave Perch
(note the eccentric lettering on the fore end and the
difference in the spelling of the second word.

SLIPPED BEADS, 8,,g.

wear?

a.

C.

Some side bead planes- aria aStrigals, usually of British
of the
but sometimes of American manufacture, have that portion
that
so
s
woodscrew
with
attached
stop
the
stock which serves as
described
been
has
"slip"
This
A).
(Fig.
it may be easily removed
be
by modern authorities as a method whereby this section can
this
found
have
I
use.
continued
by
replaced when worn down
examination
description of the function to be somewhat curious, as the
up many
of quite a number of ordinary bead planes has failed to turn
of wear
with very much wear at this particuliar point. This lack
d
considere
is
it
when
e
reasonabl
quite
seem
on the stop does actually
mouldthat no contact with the work is made at this point until the
question,
another
up
brings
This
B).
(Fig.
completed
ing is virtually
therefore more
why weren't the stops of larger and more complex (and
ss?
expensive) moulding planes slipped to prolong there usefullne
It would seem more reasonable that beads and astrigals were
available with a removable slip so that on necessary occasions
allow the
the stop could actually be dispensed with which would
to another
added
be
to
or
moulding to be worked below the surface
when
flexible
very
plane
the
moulding (Fig. C). This would make
other
of
ons
combinati
with
non-standard mouldings were being worked
in
needed
planes
of
number
the
planes, and it would actually reduce
a kit.
The question of wear and a prolonged useful life for the plane
could actually be argued much better in the case of certain English
complex moulding planes with a "slip" screwed to the fence (Fig.D); however,
in the examples of these which I have seen removal of the slip would
also serve to make the profile wider, and it is likely that here
again flexibility)rather than longevitywas the reason for the slip.
7R. D. Grail-am

_2111L--9T--t0

Details of a Dutch-made
(?) plane collected
by Ray Wisnieski.

NOTES & QUERIES
Ery Schaffer has been digging into the history
of American cabinet making and comes up with some
interesting possibilities. We list some of these
now. Others may produce more data after further
looksee:
.MEAD, JOHN 1787 - 1824 Essex County, Mass.
"Names Alone"
Compare J. MEAD (18th C),
WPINCA
Worked
. POOR, JOHN Baotised May 31, 1812.
ofCumTitcomb
Nancy
as late as 1860. Married
berland, Maine Aug. 20, 1843. Campare J.C.POOR
"Names Alone" ,WPINCA
. LINDENBERGER, CHARLES - listed as a cabinet
maker in Baltimore, Maryland in 1796. See 11-3-3
and 111-1-6.
. WEEDEN, GEORGE, Joiner, Newport, R.I. 17681772
. WEEDEN, SAM C., Joiner, Newport R.I. 1767
Compare Weeden, "Names Alone", WPINCA and V-4-11
and V-4-20.
. WHEELER, JOSIAH, Boston, Mass, listed as a
cabinetmaker in 1807. See V-3-19 and V-4-11(?)
Vern Ward's Fine Tool Journal 25-1 lists a "Dutch
2 " wide, 14" long. Maker I.H.
/
rebate plane., 11
ANDRIES." We have had report(s) of J H Andries
and wonder if this is an early stamp with the old
fashioned I = J or whether this is a different
maker. Of course, a mis-read somewhere along
the line is a possibility.
Charlotte White, relict of Israel White, is listed in Philadelphia directories as a planemaker
from 1840 through 1844 according to the researches of Dave Truesdale. Until now standard
lists have only credited her with one year of
operation, 1840. It appears that Mrs. White operated the I.WHITE PLANE MANUFACTORY AND GENERAL
,TOOL STORE on the corner of Old York Road and
Callowhill St. during this period. An ad for
,the concern which ran from 1840 to 1843 offered
pateneploughs, fillesters, sash and grooving
planes. Whether all partook of Israil White's
three arm plough adjustment or were covered by
individual patents is uncertain.

,
NEW BEDFORD TOOL COMPANY
BEDFORD.
12 AND 14 WILLIAM- STREET, NE11'

Bancli Planes, Nlonldinz, Carriap Illakars' and Fn' ofTRIP
Manufs. .ofDealers
Also, in Hardware,Cutlery,and HouseFurniaLingGoods.Also.Manufacturers
N
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SIXTEENTH CENTURY PLANE
FOUND ABOARD MARY ROSE
The English Tudor warship, Mary Rose, which sank in 1545, has recently been raised. She had tools aboard and these included at least one
plane. The plane has been recovered and, thanks to Eric Gannicott we have
seen a picture of it from a British report.
It is a jointer (?) with two toats and what appears to be ornamental
shaping. Unhappily our picture is third generation 4nd not clear enough
to reproduce. It is, in fact, so dark that we may be misinterpreting some
details after 400 years of submergence. The problem will resolve itself
as more pictures become available. In the meantime, this first view of
a 16th century English long plane is of great importance.
Both toats seem to be centered in the stock, a feature common in most
early European planes we have seen but not reflected in Dutch and English
long planes of the 17th Century. The stock itself tapers from a high midsection to heel and toe heights perhaps half that of the midsection. Iron
and wedge are gone. We think the wedge was perhaps retained by a cross
pin but are not at all sure. The two toats are different in design, one
being a simple upright peg, the other a carved shape .jutting at a low
angle from the stock and perhaps of a piece with the solid stock itself.
If the plane is not merely a one-of-a-kind creation by a ship's carpenter or an importation from the continent, it will doubtless serve as a
bench mark in determining more about the appearance of early English planes.
One day, measurements, description and detailed photographs will be avail- .
able. They should tell us a great deal.
Some 16th Century planes have been preserved but they are all continental. Nonetheless, comparison of the Mary Rose long plane with the
smoother left at Nova Zembla by the Barentz expedition in 1596 and with
the several planes of the 16th Century illustrated by Greber in Geschicte
des Hobels will be instructive.
One fact of great interest has already emerged. Assuming
covery is a reasonably faithful example of the standard English
of the period, we have learned, as has been suspected, that the
long plane of the 18th and 19th Century had not been introduced
been generally adopted at mid-16th Century.

that the relong plane
familiar
or had not

Conjectural sketch of the Mary Rose plane
by Eric Gannicott.

ANOTHER PLANE FROM
THE MARY ROSE
come
Since the piece on the previous page was written more details have
two
of
photo
a
ar
to light about tools aboard the Mary Rose. In particul
to
detail
much
allow
of her planes (only one of which is clear enough to
GeograNational
the
of
be seen) has been published in the May 1983 issue
similar
phic. The most clearly pictured plane appears to be a smooth, very
nt of
encampme
Zembla
Nova
In construction to the plane recovered from the
wedthe
sure
fairly
Willem Barentz which was abandoned in 1597. We are
on
stock
the
in
ge is retained in the modern manner by slots mortised
either side of the throat. The "horn" may have been orginally a bit shorter than the Nova Zembla plane or may have partly rotted away during more
than 400 years under water. The "Dutch" appearance of the plane will no
doubt increase the speculations of those who believe that early English
tool design was much influenced from the Lowlands.

Conjectural sketch from the
National Geographic photograph.

YOU SHOULD TRY THE
----:G134PEFRUIT DIET.

attention
Prexy Graham calls
device.
to the die cutter's

DOWN EAST PLANEMAKERS
UPDATED
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By Larry Brundage
Since researching my initial list of toolmakers I have culled bits and
pieces from B-ARS and present the following.
. One unusual plane was the little fellow made by E.T.Burrowes. Bill
Hilton first brought him to light in the December 1973 issue of the Chronicle
and I respectfully would like to add the following. Poring through elderly Maine Registers, I find first mention of E.T. in the 1878 issue.
His shop was at No 4 Free St. Portland. Products being window and door
screens. Also in the same issue is mentioned a Burrowes Bros. located at
Cross & Fore St. Portland, makers of molding, Bay and Luthern windows.
E.T.Burroweostates in his 1883 MaineRegister ad that he patented a sliding v/
wire screeen on Dec. 3, 1878. Probably this was about the same time he
discovered the need for a plane to help sales of his screens, and commenced
making them. I find his business advertised continuously up to 1917.
. Vol. 111-4-8 of B-ARS contains a mention of a spar plane marked C.H.
DENNISON, Freeport. Dennisons go sack far in Freeport, Me. history. The
1790 Federal Census lists four families by that name. Charles H. Dennison,
Jr., the maker of the spar plane, was born in 1835, the son of Charles, Sr.
a smith who also made good edge tools. The 1860 Census lists young Charles
as living at home and working as a joiner. Next mention of him is in the
1895 Maine Register where he is listed as a carpenter under manufacturers,
living in Freeport. The 1901 issue of the Maine Register contains his
last listing.
. In Vol V-1-3 Bud Steere has a query on a plane made by H.Lovejoy of
Wayne. Hubbard Lovejoy was born on July 10, 1807. His father Nathan Lovejoy immigrated from Amherst, Mass., in 1786. Young Hubbard became a builder
and between 1850 and 1855 he moved to Auburn, Maine where I find mention
of his name mmtil 1868. I feel that Bud's tool was made in the 1830-50
time frame.
. Correspondence with Bob Graham has uncovered yet another Maine plane
maker, Thomas Waterman of Waldoboro. Bob owns a sash with his stamp.
The History of Waldoboro mentions a Thomas Waterman who arrived in the area
from Marshfield, Mass., in 1771.* He was a trader, also becoming the
collector of customs in 1789. Bob said his plane was of mid 19th Century
vintage so I started searching for information on the Watermans who lived
in 19th Century Waldoboro. In 1790 the Federal Census lists 5 males residing in the Waterman household, ,Nobleboro being their home. From 183050 a Thomas Waterman lived in Waldboro, previous to that various Watermans
were in the area. This probably was the maker of the plane. It would
be interesting to know if Thomas made his sash molder while employed by
Lewis Soule, another planemaker. I ran out of time at the Federal Archives
so wasn't able to check into Watermans living in Waldoboro after 1850.
His age in 1850 was 75 and by occupation he was a farmer. I have updated my listing and would appreaciate any corrections or additions to it
from the membership.
The Maine State Museum is working on a major project called "Made In
Maine", and if any of those in planeland have any marked Maine tools or
whatever, Ron Kley would like to hear from you. His address is:
Ron Kley, Curator of Technology Sta. 83 Maine State Museum, Augusta, ME 04333
* Consider Bud Steere's report of Benjamin/Waterman/1741 in PLANE TALK
EXTRA Oct. '81
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CHECK LIST OF MAINE PLANE MAKERS

NAME

REMARKS

ADDRESSES
KNOWN QR
SUPPOSED
WORKING DATES

Joseph
Bradford

1837-1884

E.T.Burrowes

1878-1917

WHEN THERE IF
OTHER :I1HAN . WORKING DATES

41 Union, Portland
200 Fore, Portland
4 Free St. Portland
231 Middle St. Portland
70 Fore St. Portland
Freeport

1878
1883
1895-1917

born 1835 1860-1901
Charles H.
joiner
Dennison
Norway
. Machinist 1862-1875
George F.
Evans
W. Gardiner
David Fuller born 1795 1830-1856
carpenter (tentative)
Fore St. Portland
1834-46
cabinet
Joel L.
maker
Hersey
Waterville
1850
Joseph Jewett
(He is said to be. on p.121, Roll 258, 1850 Census but only Jewett there
is S. Jewett, laborer. A. Joseph Jewett resided in Whitefield,1800-40)
1807-50Wayne
1830-68
b. 1807
Hubbard
-1855-68
Auburn
builder
Lovejoy
Bangor
1834-51
Benj.Morrill b.1790
Lisbon
-1850b.1822
Silfiummer
carpenter
Bangor
1834-48
Perry B.
Rider
Portland
1823-37
Abel Sampson joiner
IMO

Louis S. Soule b.1813
Joshua P.
Storer
b.1780
Allen Taber

1849-54

F. Tarbox

1871-80
1850

NNW

Thomas
Waterman
J.H. Winslow

b.1775
farmer
b.1817

1854-73

1830-50

1840-65

Waldoboro
Brunswick
Unity
Augusta
Calais

1830

1840-50

Waidoboro
Thomaston

P. LiNDENBEA.GEXIICLVF:713)

Think about this strange
line-up.

Another die cutter's device.
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TOOLS AS WEAPONS .111,

THE JOYNERS PLAIN STOCK
by
Raymond R. Townsend
Colonial
The court action below was recorded in Spotsylvania County,
)
Virginia: (The spelling of the original is retained.
13 January 1749/50:
"At a Called Court held in Spotsylvania County on Saturday
Alexander
the 13th Day of January 1749 for the Examination of
Crookshanks who is Commited for being Guilty by the Oppinion
of
of a Corners Inquest Taken on the body of William Wheeler
Joyners
Murdering the said person by a Violent stroke with a
Plain Stock.
General
"Crookshanks guilty of manslaughter and sent to the
Court."

(order Book 1749 - 1755, PP 34-35)
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JOHNTREGGIARL
The plane on which this most unusual double stamping occurs was collected by John Treggiari. The stock is rather small and delicate although
the over-411 length is just 1/16" short of the 91
/
2" often termed"standard
length". The plane appears to have been made by a skillful woodworker and
still exhibits the layout lines for the wedge mortise. It has flat chamfers and a crude,hand-forged iron.
The first stamp to be applied seems to have been the boxed initials
M.B. Over that has been struck a name that is either M.B--LEY or M.E--LEY.
We would guess it is the first possibility and that the initials of both
stamps represent the same person or related persons. However, even
if both - initials are MB that may only be coincidence. We can find no
name in our lists or other published lists which matches the surname.
It might represent BAILEY or BAGLEY or BOSLEY or BENLEY or EMSLEY or
some other combination. Perhaps the stamp is that of an owner-maker,
perhaps a commercial planemaker. We'd like to know. We'd also like to
know the answer to John's question which was, "Why the overstamping?"
Perhaps there is information on your shelves that can help us find an
answer.

SOME PLANE NOTES
FROM JACK WILLIAMS

An adjustable raising jack by Israel White with a date 1814
WPINA lists Israel White as 1831 to 39.
carved in the toe.
This extends his working dates by seventeen years.

Is the dating contempOrary
with the planes_manufacture?

-

Ansel Fish of Lowell, Mass is listed in WPINA as no imprint
yet reported. • The f 1/2"skew-rabbet found has the imprint
of A. FISH (zb) over . LOWELL (1b)
B. FROGETT bead (Birmingham 1765-90) with lignum vitae
boxing.
R.A. PARRISH with lignum vitae boxing
N. SAMMS on a 3/8" ogee (lb) 10" long with other 18th
century characteristics
I. SLEEPER bead with lignum vitae boxing
W. B. L'PATT on a 5/8" wood stop dada. This plane was found
It was not brought by the
in a house in Monmouth Maine.
current house owners who have lived there for 40 years so it
Could this be a
would have belonged to a previous owner.
French Canadian maker?
WPINA lists
JOSEPH WOODWELL PITTSBURG on an 1 3/8" rabbet.
him as Joseph Woodweil & Co., however stamp is definately an
L not an I.
Two T. Goldsmith planes, an 1 5/8" compex moulder and a 1"
quirk ovolo with astrigal. Both have short sections of inlay
boxing on front and rear. ,Boxing is lignum vitae.
An I. (Jeremiah) LONG complex moulder with sections of
lignum vitae inlayed as boxing (not continious boxing).
T. AIKMAN on a 3/8" quarter round

TRANSITIONAL AND METALLIC PLANE INFORMATION
ROGER K. SMITH, Editor

PAYSON'S TOBOGGAN PLANE
Gene Frankio has sent in a photocopy of
a page from the c. 1908 catalog of White, Van
Clahn & Co. of New York City. They advertised
as being the oldest hardware firm in America
being a successor to the L. & T. Seymour Co.
who started in 1816. The most interesting
illustration shows Payson's Toboggan Plane
(shown below). This plane is identical to
that shown on p. 210 of P-TAMTIA, and is
identified there as Brown's Toboggan Plane.

Payson's "Toboggan."

BROWN SPECIALTY MACHINERY CO.
This firm was organized in 1901 by Edwin
F. Brown. It was located at 548 West Jackson
Blvd. until moving to 214148 West 22nd St. in
1910. They manufactured foundry equipment,
such as sand-sifting devices, core cutting
off and tapering machinery, sandblasting
equipment, also sidewalk lights, jackscrews
and special machinery. A quote from the book
mentioned reads, "The other machines and
tools that have been manufactured by the company are generally made on contract for those
who handle the sale of the products."

,c 0?) 0 G G4 4,
t2

(Patent applied for.)
A Combination Block and Smoothing
Plane. ,
This unique tool can be used as 111. bench or smoothing
plane, and is also adapted to hold in one hand for
"blocking" the end.s of, work. etc.. -The ordinary block
plane. with narrow bits, sold for this ptu-pose, cannot
well be used for planing and doing all around work on
hardwood. ' The Toboggan was designed to meet they
want of the carpenter: amateur, farmer, and householder
for an "all-around" plane. It will never break or crack
if dropped,- and will last a 'lifetime. The bits are the
best English steel, carefully tempered, and every plane
is warranted.
,GOC.
A 536—Each
MI Steel Plane.

Both Bob Brackett and Bob Reek of I11.
have done some research in the Chicago area
which sheds light on the identity of the
firm of Brown and also the Payson firm.
PA/SON MANUFACTURING CO.
A book, entitled Manufacturing and Wholesale Industries of Chicago, published in 1918,
lists The Payson Manufacturing Co. at 2916-28
West Jackson Blvd., c. 1908. Prior to that
they were at 1319 W. Jackson Blvd. The company was founded in 1875 by Joseph R. Payson.
The firm's president in 1908 was Elijah T.
Harris, who was born in Springfield, Mass. on
July 31, 1852. Payson Mfg. Co. produced
window sash controlling mechanisms and locks,
also casters and other hardware.

•
•

C?-I ICAGO, ILL.
PAT. A PPL: FOR

•

No.001
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The paper label shown here was observed
on one of the toboggan planes, but was drawn
from recollection. This new evidence indicates that this was actually the BROWN
SPECIALTY MACHINERY CO. rather than the
BROWN QUALITY MACHINE CO.
Apparently Brown manufactured the planes
and sold them under their name. Later Payson
either took over the manufacture or only
aCted as agent in selling the plane. It is
interesting to note that the Payson ad and
the Brown label state PAT. APPLIED FOR.
Apparently no patents were ever issued on
this plane because none are recorded.
A special thanks goes out to Gene
Frankio, Bob Brackett and Bob Reek for
their detective work.
NOTE: WIVANCO was a trade name used by the
White, Van Clahn & Co. hardware firm. This
information may help to identify planes or
other tools with this marking.

SAMUEL M. ADAMS.
Improvement in Plane-Stocks.
filwted
No. 127,541.

UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE;
SAMUEL M. ADAMS, OF FITCHBURG, MASSACHUSETTS.
IMPROVEMENT IN PLANE-STOCK8.
Specification forming part of Letters Patent No. 127,511, dated June 4, 1872.

To all whom it may concern:
The drawing represents a plane-stoek emBe it known that I, SAMUEL M. ADAMS, of bodying my invention.
Fitchburg; in the county of Worcester and
A shows a plan of it; 11, a reverse plan or
State of Massachusetts, have invented an Im- bottom view. C is a cross-section on the line
.r. D is a cross-section on the line y y.
proved Plane-Stock ; and I do hereby declare
that the lellowing, taken in connection with
a denotes the frame of the .stock; b, the
the drawing which accompanies and forms handle; c, the bit or iron; all made in the
part, of this specification, is a description of usual manlier. To the frame a is fixed a cenmy invention sufficient to enable those skilled ter permanent or relatively immovable rib, d,
in the art to practice it.
having a face, e, and to the opposite sides of
In making patterns for east in,gs it is often' said rib d are jointed two other ribs, f, having
necessary to plane long straight laces, which cutting-faces g, and to the ribs f two ribs, A,
are curved in cross-section, and as such faces with cutting-faces i, and to the ribs k ribs 1;
differ KO that in ditferent patterns there are with cutting-faces 1, there behig as many of
hardly two Iffices alike—for Which reason there these ribs and faces as may be desirable.
has to be, in every complete set of patternWhen the laces are in line they constitute
maker's tools, a great variety of planes with the that face of an ordinary plane, and from
curved -faced stocks and curved-edged bits.
this line or plane they are moved, as occasion
My object has been to produce a plane in may require a curved face to be planed. For
which the face of the stock could be adjust a- this purpose the plates are jointed togethex by ,
bly curved, so that, with the same or with different bits, and with the same stock, faces to
he planed may be brought to various curves,
as desired, by titling the plane thereto.
My invention consists in a plane. stock
hirineu of sections, each of which hits a plain
straight face in the direction of that ength of
the plane, said sections being so connected
that they may be relatively adjusted so as to
present faces more or less curved ;n .aoss-seet ion, the faces of the stock being Nought to
the form desired preferably by means of a pattern or gauge, and being then fastened; while
hir a bit or cutting-iron there may be selected
a bit with a proper-shaped edge; or for slight
modifications one bit can be used. My invention consists ill a plane or plane-stock the face
of which 1)4 made tip of plates orsections hinged
together, and made relatively and independently adjustable, and having provision for fastening them in any position to which they may
be brought- by adjustment-

suitable ears aml pins, as seen st In, and from
each a jointed arm, n, extends, the several • y

arinsat eitherend of the plane passing through
a sleeve or opening, in which, by means of a
cam-lever, o, or an eccentric, p, they may be
clamped together.
By means of a plane thus made a great variety of straight work curved in section may
be planed with one tool, which work, without
such a toil, would require as many planes as
there were variations in surfaces to be planed.
The specific construction shown may, . of
course, be varied, both as relates to the connection of the sections and LIS to the 111C11118
for clamping them in position.
I claim—
A plane-stock made up of sections connected together, substantially as shown and described.
Witnesses:
SAMUEL M. ADAMS.
Fit ANCIii GOULD,
M. W. FROTIIINOLIAM,

•

,

June 4, 1872

SAMUEL ADAMS' PATTERNMAKERS PLANE

STANLEY PLANTS NOS. 4-ill and 50

No examples of this plane are known
Alan Bates and others have reported
extant; however, we show it with the expecthaving iron bench planes with these markings
ation that some day one will surface. This
cast into the bed. The planes would be
was Patent NO. 127,5141 granted to Samuel A.
classified as TYPE 9 (See the Bailey Iron
Adams of Fitchburg, Mass. on June 14,1872.
Plane Study, Plane Talk, Vol V, No. 3, or
(See facing page.)
P-TAMPIA, pp. 279-84.)
Since Fitchburg is the birthplace of this
The planes do not have a frog adjustment
writer and only ten miles from his home he has • screw. Each plane weighs approximately one
special interest in this inventor. To date
pound more than standard planes of this size.
three Fitchburg directories have been surveyed. The sides are thick as found on W.W. II
When new information is uncovered it will be
vintage castings, which would give the addirecorded in future issues of The Imp.
tional weight.
Samuel Adams was listed in 1881 as a
Most of the known planes have turned up
patternmaker working for the Putnam Machine
England.
in
Apparently they were offered by
Co. at the corner of Main & Putnam Streets
Stanley to craftsmen who like more "heft" to
with a house at 26 Chestnut St. In 1897 and
their planes. This most always being a trait
1901i Samuel was listed as foreman in the
of the English, i.e. the popularity of the
pattern dept. of the Union Machine Co. at 124
Spiers and Norris type bench planes in the
Water St. with a house at 36 Chestnut St.
British Isles.
If any member has ever seen one of these
No one has ever reported them as being
planes we would like to hear of it.
shown in a catalog, so we do not know how
they were marketed. Boxes for both planes
have been observed with just a paper label
CARLETON'S PATENTED SCRAPER
marked HEAVY attached to the regular label.
Apparently they were offered for severJohn Treggiari has sent in new inforp
the
by
manufactured
al
years.
scraper
Although the beds are always of
the
on
nation
Conn.
Britain,
the
TITE
9
New
NO. Li & 5iH planes have
design
of
Co.
Meg.
Union
been observed with later features such as
The data reprinted here is from the
the high knob and STANLEY oast into the
January 1903 issue of the Carpentry &
lever cape.
Buildine magazine. This indicates that the
If anyone has additional information on
scraper was in general use several months
these planes we would like to hear of it.
before its patent date of Sept. 29, 1903.
r111011

Adjustable

Wood Scraper.

Union Mfg. Company of New Britain. Conn., and 103 Chambers street,
New York City, have just put on the
market the Union adjustable scraper
No. 90. here illustrated. This scraper. shown in general view in Fig. 1,
is designed for scraping hard woods,

particularly parquet floors, all kinds
of cabinet work, masts, spars and
many other uses which will suggest
•themselves. It also makes a serviceable tool for butchers with which to
scrape meat blocks and benches. As
is shown in Fig. 1 of the illustrations
the scraper can be used in almost
any position, a marked advantage being that the workman can both bear
down and pull at tue same time, the
ci nstruction enabling him to get into
otherwise inaccessible corners, as the
handle can be swung in any position
on either side vertically or horizontally. Both ends of the scraper can he
used. and corners that are often inaccessible can be reached owing to the
arrangement of the handles, the wood
handles being instantly removable
for use on either end or side. The
interlocking teeth back of the blade
are shown to an enlarged scale in
Fig.
while Fig. .. indicates the position of the hands when using the

•
- •
.
Pig. 2.—Intertocking Teeth Back of
Blade,
Enlarged Scale.

tool. The scraper proper is 3 x 412/
inches, and is made of high grade
plane blade steel, the principal
handle extending 71.,4 inches rearward
from the blade. This to--I is in audition to their line of carpenters' tools,
such as wood and iron planes. &c.

-•'' ,141r•

Not-(itic,.—Union Adjustable Hard Wood
Scraper.—Fig.1.—Genend 'View Showing Various Positions of the Handle.

3. —Position of Hands When (Thing
Scraper.
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Wil-Kro
.COMBINATION
Razor_ Planer

WIL-KRO Razor Planer
FOR HOME OR WORKSHOP
CONVERTS YOUR SAFETY RAZOR INTO A PLANER
With this handy device many jobs can be performed that often require a high priced
planer or cutting tool. It is not claimed that the Wil-Kro Planer replaces the standard
carpenter's planer for all purposes but it does serve the user' in .a number of applications and in some instances is simpler and more efficient to ise than the larger tools
in common practice. This is especially true in making Mo el •airplanes, in cutting
soft woods of small size and in shaving edges of narrow cabinet doors, shelves, compartments, moldings, etc.
•
Here is a tool that makes use of double-edged safety razor blades which, as is well
known, are made of high grade steel and are very inexpens ye. Naturally the better
the blade the better results. For most purposes a blade will last a surprisingly long
time but it is well to replace with a new blade when it becpmes dulL
The Wil-Kro Razor Planer is scientifically designed and is the only tool of its kind
available.
One never realizes how many uses there are for this Planer luntil there is one in the
home or workshop. Naturally it has its limitations depending on the hardness or'
species of wood and the size of job but a little experimenting will soon reveal to the
.Patent No. 2289504
user the many applications.

FOUR - TOOLS IN ONE
NEVER DULL

CRAFT MASTER TOOL CO.
2440 LAKELAND BLVD.

•;•d

FIGURE 1
Lay any double edged razor
blade over stud of back
piece. Place front piece over
blade and screw handle on
to lock.

FIGURE 2
Loosen handle and turn
front piece around, 180 degrees to make a planer with
a short nose for short
strokes and getting into
corners and near edges.
To Obtain a Heavier Cut:
With planer assembled as in
Fig. 1 sand the bottom very
lightly with a smooth sandpaper. (Preferably from 150
to 200 grit.)

TO ADJUST:
Loosen handle and move
blade, which protrudes on
both sides of plane, backward or forward parallel
with sole of plane to obtain
desired depth of cut.

July 14, 1942. •

For a curved plane, place
a blade over the stud of the
small piece. Now place top
piece over blade and screw
handle on to lock.
NOTE:
When viewing
this plane from the bottom,
the small portion of the dividing line of the small
piece should be on the flat
sole of the plane.

FIG. 1.

G.

Filed July 15, 1F41
kg.
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FIGURE 4
By reversing the planer in
Fig. 3 that is, with the
handle toward you, you
have a short -armed plane,
again for straight work.
Use flat sole of planer.
How to hold the planer:
Use either the finger grip
and palm of the hand, or
hold on sides as shown in
the above illustrations,

2,289,04

W. KROMER
WOOD W=ING TO::
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FIGURE 3
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Dan Weinstock has sent in
copies of the patent papers &
an interesting instruction
pamphlet for the WIL-1 .O razor
planer. This was Patent NO.
21 289,50b granted to Wilhelm
Kromer of Cleveland Heights,
Ohio on July lb, 19142.
Although we look for data
on earlier planes, we will document & publish material such as
this before it does get lost to
time. These planes turn up
occasionally on flea market
tables, and it is believed that
they are still being mfr. & sold
in the U.S.

